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2 Al-Hilāl 

 
Assalamu ‘alaikum Al-Hilal Reader! 
 
Ma-sha-Allah, we have such visionaries in our 
Jama‘at! You will enjoy reading what young people 
around the country would do if they were President. 
From ending the war in Iraq to giving each person an 
allowance, this magazine is filled with some 
compassionate and sincere ideas of our future 
leaders. Islam teaches us to support those in 
authority among us. Support your Jama‘at president, 
support our U.S. President, and of course, support 
our Beloved Huzur. 
 
Have a great summer. 
Rabia Chaudhry, For Al Hilal Editorial Staff 

QUARTERLY AL-HILĀL.  
A magazine for children, by children, that provides them with a creative 

opportunity to learn about the world around them, and how to apply the 
teachings of Islām and Aḥmadiyyat to their daily lives.  

Al-Hilāl (The New Moon) is published by the Aḥmadiyya Movement in 
Islām, under the auspices of the Children’s Magazine Committee, and directed 
by Dr Ahsanullah Zafar, National Amīr, Jamā‘at Aḥmadiyya, USA.  

The publication of this magazine was launched by the late Ḥaḍrat 
Ṣahḥibzadah M. M. Aḥmad (1913-2002).  

The members of the committee are Maulana Zafrullah Hanjra, Aḥmadi 
Muslim Muballigh at Houston, TX; Maulana Azhar Haneef, Aḥmadi Muslim 
Muballigh in St. Louis, MO; Shanaz Butt, Ṣadr of Lajna Ima’illah, USA; Faheem 
Younus Qureshi, Ṣadr Majlis Khuddām-ul-Aḥmadiyya, USA; Tazeen Aḥmad of 
Maryland; Musa Asad of Maryland; and Syed Sajid Aḥmad of North Dakota 
acting as the secretary of the committee. 

Al-Hilal Editorial Team: 
Aliya Latif, Rabia Chaudhry, Tamara Rodney, Ahsan Khan and Osaama Saifi  

Graphics: Sumera Choudhary, Shoeb Abulkalam  
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 Looking back on history, I find myself looking at the 
example of our Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) as the best leader for all of mankind. When 
one looks at the qualities of a great leader, one can easily 
attribute those characteristics to the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings of Allah be on him). He was the best 
leader of all times. 
 Hadrat Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) had a great responsibility to lead and teach people how to 
live peacefully with each other. He had to convey the message 
of Islam during a time when few wanted to follow the way of life 
he was preaching. It is evident that there were many things that 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) did to 
ensure that he was the best role model for his people and 
exemplified the perfect “president” or leader. 
 Hadrat Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) said, “The chief of the people is one who serves them.” 
This shows that all things that he did were for the good of his 
people, and that by serving his people, he became their leader. 
He also enforced unity among his believers. Believers, he said, 
were like parts of a building, each helping and working to keep 
one another unified and strong. As a leader, Muhammad 
(peace and blessings of Allah be on him) knew the importance 
of staying and living amongst his people. He led them through 
all sorts of hardships. He stayed with the Hashimite clan, 
Muslims and non-Muslims, when they were cut off from all 
sources of food for three years. An example of this was shown 
in the “Year of Grief.” During this time, his beloved wife Hadrat 

Sabrina Yasmin Asad, Age 14 
Silver Spring, MD 
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Khadija and his dear uncle Hadrat Abu Talib passed away; 
nevertheless, Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) continued to stay strong and preached even after these 
devastating events. This period of time helped to strengthen the 
unity and brotherhood among the believers. 
 The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was also very forgiving and merciful to those 
who were against him or had committed a mistake. This 
impressed many people, convincing them to accept Islam. This 
virtue of having “love over hatred” showed that he was ready to 
allow any person to come into the fold of Islam and was willing 
to lead all people. Even if people were not Muslim or were not 
willing to accept Islam, the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) tried to always be on good 
terms with his neighbors. He always stayed true to all truces 
made in order to keep peace, and did not want to have any bad 
relations. However, the other people sometimes did violate the 
treaty and attacked the Muslims. 
 The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was a man of peace and always preferred 
peace over war. He only engaged in war out of self-defense, 
when the lives of his fellow Muslims were at stake. He did not 
allow for a Muslim to sever relations with another Muslim for 
more than three days, and said that one should not fight or go to 
war unless it is lawful. I think that this is definitely something that 
all leaders of today should keep in mind. People should not get 
into wars over trivial matters or for greed and selfish purposes. 
Only if one is attacked, then should one fight back and only if 
that is the last option and other approaches were tried and they 
failed. Otherwise, fighting and wars are not necessary, and a 
peaceful approach is much better. Today, we see that nations 
are at war with other nations and Muslims are not united and 
they are not helping their own Muslim brothers. As president of 
a country or a people, I think it is important to look to those 
individuals in history who demonstrated peace and tolerance 
over fighting and seeking vengeance. 
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 Our Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) showed the best example of how a single 
individual can bring about reformation and peace through 
peaceful means. If one looks closely at the life of Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him), one can 
see that he was a man of peace and fought for all humans to 
treat each other with respect and forgiveness, no matter what 
their status or standing was. Muhammad (peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) came to liberate men and women out of 
bondage and give them hope when there was darkness all 
around. In such a short period of time, he was able to transform 
the heart of mankind towards believing in one true God and 
directing their energy and strength in working together for the 
betterment of humanity. If more presidents of today would 
inculcate the qualities that Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) exemplified, then this world would be a more 
peaceful place to live. Hadrat Muhammad (peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) truly lived his life as the perfect role model 
for all of us to follow. 

North south east west 
Who loves the world the best? 

North south east west 
Who cares and never rests? 

North south east west 
Who gives us all a test? 
North south east west 

To see who loves Him best? 
North south east west 

Who knows when we are stressed? 
North south east west 

Who loves us all the best? 
North, south, east and west 

It's Allah, I confess! 

Anonymous  
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Alina Khan, Age12 
Virginia North  

 If I were president then life would be different… 
 I would lead my fellow Muslims to be pious and kind. 
 The Muslims I lead would never be vain or full of pride 
for themselves. 
 They would follow the ten conditions of bait, offer Salat, 
and read the Holy Quran. 
 The Muslims would hopefully raise money for charities, 
sadaqa, and schemes such as Tahrik-i-Jadid and Waqf-i-
Jadid, which would provide for everyone who is in need so 
that everyone has the opportunity to fulfill their dreams. 
 Insha’Allah, even if I do not really get to be president, I 
hope for all these to come true. I would also make sure that 
Muslims do not gamble or do bad deeds. 

 If I were president, I would make school 9:00 AM 
to12:00 PM because I think students work hard at school so 
they should make school short for little and big children. 
 If I were president, I would be kind and respect other 
human beings because if you hurt someone’s feelings you 
will feel miserable. 
 If I were a leader, I would be a Muslim leader, follow 
the teachings of Islam and believe in Allah, His prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him), and 
the Promised Messiah (peace be on him). 
 If I were president, I would make a law that no one 
should hurt or kill any Muslim or people of other faith or color. 
 If I were President, I would protect the rights of every 
religion. 

Sabiha Basit, Age10 
Virginia North 
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 If I am president, in America, I 
will stop arguments by telling people 
to come to an agreement. I will tell people to stop arguing, 
and not do this ever again. If they say yes, then they would 
not argue anymore. But, if they say no, then I will have to get 
Congress to make better laws. 
 I will also stop people who are getting fat. I will tell them 
not to eat so much food, and eat more vegetables. I will tell 
them to eat normal and exercise. 
 In the world, I will stop the wars and try to bring peace 
to the world. I will fix hunger, and help people who do not 
have food. I will give five hundred dollars to everyone to use 
wisely by having food, water and shelter. 
 Islam says to be a good teacher, you have to read the 
Holy Quran and offer Salat. Also, Islam says to help people 
and your family. Islam says, do not be angry or frustrated. The 
Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) was the best president, because he believed in God, and 
he was trying to bring peace to the world, and told the truth. 

Leeza Ahmed, Age 7 
Virginia North 

 If I were president, I would 
make school for ten months and 
make school end at 2 o’clock. I 
would make Sunday class on 
Saturdays. I would say every 
Tuesday was clean the earth day. I 
would make no daycares for little 
kids. I would make March 16th 

peace day with no music or noise on that day—except for 
babies crying. I would say, “Be cleaning your litter and your 
friend’s litter.” I would be a peaceful president. 

Mahnoor Butt, Age 8 
Virginia North  
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"What is greater than God, more evil than the devil, the poor 
have it, the rich need it and if you eat it you die?" 
 
Apparently, 80% kindergarten children got the answer and 
only 17% Stanford university seniors. 
 
Answer: nothing. Zohaa Ahmad, Age 8 

Virginia North 

Amirah Ahmad, Age 13, Virginia North 

 That day in August, in the year of 570 C.E., a leader was 
born. That leader was born in a time of religious and moral 
decline. In a time such that the Arabs suffered from extreme 
moral vices like drinking, gambling, and brutal deeds during 
frequent and endless fights due to tribal rivalries. Certain 
families had the savage custom of burying their baby girls. 
Among these people was the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) born. 
 The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was born a leader. He won great respect for 
his excellent conduct. Among his fellow Meccans, he was 
known as As-Siddiq, which means “The Truthful.” He always 
tried to refrain from quarrels of others, and was always ready to 
end arguments peacefully and fairly. The great Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) was 
extremely kind and gentle. He was an excellent leader. He was 
a leader that we should all look up to and follow his path. 
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Fareeha Aslam, Age 8 
Northern Virginia 

Loves to serve humanity 
Encourages others to do good 
works 
Asks people to do good things 
Donates clothes to the poor 
Eager to help the world 

Javairia Khan, Age 8 
Virginia North 

Loves to serve humanity 
Encourages others to do good 
At work is a good peacemaker 
Does work patiently 
Eager to work 
Respects all human beings 
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Fazeela Wadan, Age 9 
Virginia North 

Loves to serve the country 
Efficient 
A good president 
Donates clothes to the poor 
Eager to keep people safe 
Responsible leader 

Loves to be kind 
Encourages people to take care of others 
A very caring person 
Donates lots of money to the poor 
Eager to help others 
Respects all living things 

Areej Khan, Age 9 
Virginia North  

Jami‘a Ahmadiyya Canada 
http://www.jamiaahmadiyya.ca/ 
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I would first help the poor. 
I would help build schools for the poor. 
I would also help the community be a safe place. 
I would also help donate clothes for the needy. 
I will make peace in the world. 
I will make the community clean. 
I will help the community be a safe and better place. 

Amna Aslam, Age 9 
Virginia North 

Zara Bajwa, Age 10 
Willingboro  

 The Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
would have been the best president 
because he was a living model of the 
Holy Quran. This is Allah’s perfect book. 

It is alive for the past, present, and future. 
The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah 
be on him) was so caring and fair. He would free slaves and 
even take care of his captured enemies. 
 If I were president, I would care about everybody. I 
would use all the things that I have learned about being a 
good Muslim. I would try to always help others. I would also 
try to always tell the truth, even if I would get in trouble. Also I 
would encourage people to get along with each other, so that 
the world might be a little more peaceful. That is what I would 
do if I were president. 
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 If I were President, I would teach more people about 
Islam. I would also encourage people to offer Salat and read 
the Holy Quran. I would also teach people how to be good 
Muslims. I would tell people to help the poor and to pay 
Zakat, Sadaqa, and Chanda. If I were President, I would help 
the economy grow. I would also try to give jobless people 
jobs and homeless people homes. I would encourage 
children to study hard in school. If I were president, I would 
care for everyone and would have them care for each other 
too. That is what I would do if I were President. 

Zara Masood, Age 11 
Willingboro  

 If I were president I would make my 
nation and world a better place by banning guns to 
make peace. The problem I would fix is war 
because violence is against Islam. A good 
leader would promote the message of “love for all, hatred for 
none.” The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was a good leader because he was righteous. 
He was a good ruler because he was fair when solving problems 
and ending fights. An example of him being a good problem 
solver is when the Ka‘aba was rebuilt. Tribes got into an 
argument about who would place the sacred black stone. 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
solved this problem by putting the black stone on a cloth and 
asking a person from each tribe to hold a corner of the cloth to 
carry the stone to the Ka’aba. Then the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) himself 
placed it where it belonged. This is how the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah 
be on him) became a great ruler. Let Allah 
guide us to the right path. Āmeen. 

Farah Ahmed, Age 12, Willingboro 
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I would save the world and do good 
things. I would give food and money 

to the poor people! I would say that fight-
ing is not good. 

Vajeeha Ahmed, Age 7 
Virginia North 

 Honesty is an important trait in 
a leader/president because people 
count on you for many things like 
fixing problems, keeping our shelters 
safe, and our country safe. And you have to be very honest 
so people can trust you for the things they need. The Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) was a very good leader because he was very honest 
and when people realized he was very honest, people started 
being more respectful to the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings of Allah be on him). This can help the 
people and the leader in lots of different ways. When you are 
honest you can feel good about yourself and how you are 
helping others. Honesty is one very important rule in Islam. In 
the pledge which we make in every Nasirat class, we say 
three times ash-ha-du al-la i-la-ha il-lal-la-hu wah-da-hu la 
sha-ri-ka la-hu wa ash-ha-du an-na Mu-ham-ma-dan ab-du-
hu wa ra-su-luh, and then pledge, I solemnly promise that I 
shall always keep myself ready to serve Islam, my nation, my 
country, and shall ALWAYS adhere to the truth. If there were 
any problems with anything, all I would do is to be honest 
when dealing with people and problems. Hopefully that will 
prevent wars and keep peace. 

Irum Syed, Age 10 
Willingboro  
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 There are many things that make 
up a good president. The greatest 
president was the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) because he had all these qualities. One quality 
that stands out the most was that he was truthful. This quality 
made him dependable and people trusted him. One example 
was the Treaty of Hudaibiya. The Holy Prophet Muhammad 

(peace and blessings of Allah be on him) made 
this treaty with the Meccans. One day after the 
treaty was signed, a young man came to the Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 

Allah be on him). He told the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 

him) that his father beat him because he is 
Muslim by heart. The Holy Prophet Muhammad 

(peace and blessings of Allah be on him) sent 
him back to his father because one of the conditions being 
written in the treaty was that a Meccan Muslim shall not be taken 
to Medina. This shows truthfulness, because the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) did not 
break the trust of the Meccans. He sent back the young man 
because he was truthful. Truthfulness can stop 
many things like war because if the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) had not sent back the young man, the 
Meccans would have declared war. So if I were 
president I would be truthful because I 
want people to trust me just like the 
people trusted the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him), so that I could end 
war and ultimately create peace 
between nations and the world. 

Labeeqa Mir, Age 13 
Willingboro  
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 There are many things that I would do if I became 
president. I would stop the war in Iraq. I would then persuade 
people to forgive the Muslims and tell them that not all Muslims 
are terrorists. I would also help the poor people not only in our 
country but also in others. I would make more shelters for the 
homeless and other programs to meet their needs. If I want to 
be a successful president, I have to be caring and respectful 
because that is what Islam teaches us. We should listen to 
people’s opinions and make decisions based on that. We 
should also make decisions that make everyone happy. Islam 
teaches us that we should be caring like the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him). The 

Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) was caring in many ways. An example is when one of his 
enemies was tied to ropes. The person was tied so tightly that 
he was moaning in pain. The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) told people to loosen the 
ropes. This shows that the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) cared about everyone, even 
his enemies. By caring for others we can make peace and stop 
wars. We can also resolve problems between our enemies. By 
being like the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) I could become a successful President. 

Naila Syed, Age 14 
Willingboro 
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Monique Ahmad, Age 15 Potomac 

If I were president this is what I would do to make this a better 
world and nation: 
 I would stop fights and tell them why we should be in 
peace. Also, I would organize days so we do not get all mixed 
up. I would have earth day every six months. Also, if I were 
president, I would have problems fixed. I would put schools in 
groups and they would have a problem to solve. The Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
was the best president of all by setting examples not just for 
Muslims but for other cultures. He did not only set examples but 
led everybody on the right path. The world leaders should learn 

from him. 
 Islam is all about morality, 
spirituality and civil law. Although 
the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
(peace and blessings of Allah be 
on him) had befitting 
characteristics, he would have 
never have asked for the position 
of presidency. He never considered 
himself the leader, but a servant. 
He would be the perfect leader 
because he was God-fearing, 
trustworthy, and knowledgeable. In 

his last Hajj sermon, he said that all men are created equal, and 
that it does not matter what color or background a person has. A 
perfect leader, according to Islam, is a God fearing, just, caring 
and understanding person. 
 If I were president, I would start by making the world 
understand the true Islam. I would show how a real Muslim is 
supposed to act and treat others. I would also try to end poverty 
by creating more jobs that can be taken by people who are 
unskilled and uneducated. I would create more shelters, give 
free medicine and start more “help the homeless” organizations. 
I would also build infrastructure for future development.  

“The Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace 

and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was 
the best president of 

all by setting 
examples not just for 
Muslims but for other 

cultures.”  
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Mona Malik, Age13 
Potomac  

 If I were president, I would 
end war and try to create world 
peace. I would get people to help 
volunteer to make polluted places clean. I would also 
give over millions of dollars to public school in poor areas. I 
would create my own private organization for the poor. Islam 
says that “Everyone of you is a ruler and will be answerable 
in respect to his subjects.” 
 This means that everyone should be respected the 
way you would want to be respected like a ruler. The Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) was the best president of all because he obeyed 
everything Allah had said. He also respected other people 
and wanted peace in the world. In my opinion I think that I 
would make a good president and I would try my best to do 
good for the people. 

Razzaq and Farida 
A story for children by Dr. Yusef A. Lateef. Send $1.50 per copy and your mail-

ing address to  
Chaudhary Mushtaq Aḥmad, 15000 Good Hope Rd, Silver Spring, MD 20905. 
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Noorulhuda Ahmad, Age 9 
Willingboro 

 If I were president, I 
would stop all the violence and 
give the poor homeless people 
food and shelter. I would help 
them and not just stand there 

and look at them. Also, I would help them to find jobs so they 
can buy food and homes for themselves and their children. I 
would also make sure that they find a place in an orphanage 
or find some volunteers to help by keeping some homeless 
people in their homes for a while. 
 The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was the best president of all because he 
taught us the right way to act when he saw a poor or hungry 
person in the street. He taught us to take care of him in any 
way that we can. If I were president, I would follow the 
teachings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) to be the best president. 

Subscription 
$8/year in the US, $16/year elsewhere.  

Libraries can request free subscriptions on the condi-
tion that the copy is displayed or kept in the library. 

Send all requests to Syed Sajid Ahmad 
E-mail: syedsajidahmad@yahoo.com 

National HQ: Al-Hilal, 15000 Good Hope Road, 
Silver Spring, MD 20905 USA 
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 If I were president, I would 
make sure that people do not litter. 
One issue that I do not like is 
seeing people litter. The Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) has 
said, “Cleanliness is a part of faith.” 
As Muslims we have to set the best 
example and follow the teachings 
of Islam because Allah has told us 
how to be good Muslims. He has told us that we should be 
trustworthy. 
 The Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was the best President because he did 
everything which Allah told him to do. If I were the president, I 

would politely ask people to stop 
smoking because smoking is bad 
for health. I do not like seeing 
people smoke. 
 I would also help the poor by 
paying Zakat. The Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) was always ready 

to help those who did not have much. He used to give a lot of 
charity. If we were able to help the poor then there would not 
be so many crimes. I would make sure that everyone had 
food to eat and a place to live. I would also make sure that 
children had clothes and that they were able to go to school. 
 The most important thing if I were president is that I 
would always listen to Allah and do the things He has asked 
us to do. 

Saamia Bashir, Age 8 
Potomac  
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 If I were president, I would try to make the world better 
by trying to stop global warming and pollution. But it would be 
hard to be the president because people are following the 
president everywhere, and I would not like that. I would also 
have to make big decisions, and there would be a lot of 
pressure on me. Also all the problems in the world would be 
hard to fix and for people to accept them. Islam’s view is 
clear from the Hadith which states that a leader should act as 

a servant to his people. This means 
that instead of being a bossy leader, 
you should try to listen to what the 
people are saying and try to help 
them. This is what the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) would do. The Holy 

Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) would be an excellent “president” because he always 
treated everyone equally and was very nice. Most people 
would listen to him and obey him. He also had an excellent 
way of finding a solution for problems. He would help so 
many people with their problems. 

Shamyla Malik, 
Potomac 

Bossy 

Disclaimer 
The material presented herein reflects the original content of 

the authors. To the extent possible, Al-Hilal staff have 
attempted to screen the material for accuracy and 

appropriateness but some oversights may have occurred. If 
the reader identifies a mistake and/or would like to 

comment on some of the material, please contact Al-Hilal 
staff (thealhilal@yahoo.com). 
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Shamyla Malik, Age 12 
Cypress-Houston 

 WOW! If I were President, I think, I would be honored 
to lead my nation. Now that Obama is President, he has 
opened the doors of opportunities and new hopes to the 
American people. If I were President, I would be blessed to 
follow the perfect steps of our beloved Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on him). He is 
the leader not only of the world but, also of the prophets too. 
He was the perfect image of all the good qualities any leader 
could or should have. So, what qualities make up a great 
leader???     (Continued on the next page)

Children are encouraged to send their original writing for 
publication. Please include your full name, age, city, state and 

contact number when submitting an article as we may follow-up 
with the author for clarification. If you would like to send a picture 
or artwork, please send the original. If you would like the original 

returned, please include your full name and return address/ 
postage along with this request. 

The Children’s Magazine Committee, under the supervision of the 
Amīr, Jamā‘at Ahmadiyya, U.S.A., will review and approve all 

submissions before publication. 
E-mail Submissions to: 

thealhilal@yahoo.com 

We Want to Hear 
from You!!! 
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(Continued from the previous page)
Qualities like Humility, Modesty, 
Kindness, Respectfulness, Justice, 
and Honesty were shown throughout 
the life of our beloved Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him). Also you need 
dedication like he dedicated his whole life 
for the cause of his people. He, unlike the present 
politicians, kept his promises with his people and enforced 
justice more than any scale can ever measure. What would 
our world become with the leader who followed all the 
qualities of our beloved Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him)? It would be perfect with peace 
and harmony. That is the kind of President and leader I want 
to become, the kind that stays alive in my people’s hearts 
even when I am gone! 

Nayyab N. Khan, Age 8 
Silver Spring, MD 

1. If I were president, I would like to the fix economy so 
everybody would have a job. 

2. If I were president, I would like to lower taxes [as an 
example, gas prices]. 

3. If I were president, I would like to 
give everybody health insurance. 

4. If I were president, I would like to 
help others get more money so 
they are rich. 

5. If I were president. I would like to 
help lower the cost of food. 

6. If I were president, I would like to 
help others get more food. 
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